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About This Content

Happy Winter – Unbelievable prices until 01/04/2017 – Discover Ticket to Ride - Switzeland now at a reduced price.

Unlike all our other maps, the Swiss map was initially designed as an Online map, and only later released as an add-on to the
board game version. Specially conceived for 2 and 3 player games, this map is board game designer Alan R. Moon’s favorite!

Key Features:

A whole new map of Switzerland, designed for 2 and 3 players

New country tickets linking countries to countries and cities to neighboring countries

New locomotive cards that only work in Tunnels
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Only 40 trains per player – use them wisely!
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Title: Ticket to Ride - Switzerland
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Days of Wonder
Publisher:
Days of Wonder, Asmodee Digital
Release Date: 24 May, 2012

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German
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Obviously, the game dev, who is Okazaki Nagisa herself, made this game to show the grateness of Dango to the whole world.

10/10 Fuko Stars. You are a crab and go to anime boys and girls.
They tell you an object they want.
You search around the beach for that object till you find it.
While walking around the beach try not to get stepped on by the people walking around.
You bring that object back to the person asking for it.
Rinse and repeat until you've delivered every object to its owner.
That's it.

Verdict: Don't buy this game. Seriously, what did you expect from a game called Stalker Crab Simulator?

Rating:
Gameplay: 2\/5 - It works, but it's boring.
Level Design: 2\/5 - It's a nice little beach. But nothing more.
Soundtrack: 2\/5 - Some nice beach tunes. But there's just one song.
Story: 2\/5 - The one bit of story thrown in sadly comes too late to have any impact on the player.
Graphics: 2\/5 - It doesn't look good. But I've seen worse.
Length: 1\/5 - 20 minutes long
Replay Value: 0\/5 - None
Enjoyment: 2\/5 - There was some small enjoyment to be had. But nothing to brag about.

Overall rating: 13\/40 => 3\/10. I really loved the game back then on my good old Win 98... But now it usually crashes to
desktop and this takes away all the joy out of the gameplay. Sorry but can not recommend it right now (Refund in progress)..
Love steel ocean It has alot going for it (Pros) it does not acquire your email address like w.o.w does and spamms you with
unsolicitated email ..And you can easely aquire the ships during the online matches but you still have to do the grind

(Cons) online matching can at times take up to 4-5 minuttes ..Thats a loong wait for a match to start
i recomend it because W.O.W is a cash cow ...and this game lets you play it without the need to waste your hard earned cash on
virtural ships ..just have to do the grind. These are obviously Honey Badgers cuz they don't give a..."Shut yo mouth", but i'm
only talkin' about Gravity Badgers!. Its poor everything about it the slowness of character the rubbish puzzles its just poor sorry..
amazing game. revolutionary. the ability to punch astounded me, and then i found out you could kick too. i've never seen a game
with this much depth.. Let's be honest... this game literally lasts 10 minutes. But it's a relatively cute 10 minutes. Whilst I didn't
let go at all (though I almost did purely for having my hands on ctrl the whole time) it was kind of fun to see the creatures and
the environments of this game. If they added more levels, it probably would be worth the \u00a32. At the moment, for 10
minutes of "scares" its only worth 50p. But hey.
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Absolutely terrible cheap unity game.
Mediocre at best.
Don't waste your time here.. Dont buy, not worth a single penny, bad graphics bad commands, go spend you cash somewhere
else. or put a litle more money and get a better game. not even worth for ppl whom wants to have all games avaliable on steam..
It kept on crashing and not saving any of my work. After the 4th crash I got my money back.. Full Playthrough and First
Impressions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JSnzvV8TEI

I honestly don't know what to make of this game. It's just bad that it's awesome. Reuses Unreal Engine 3/Unreal Tournament
assets, You're just a Ukrainian Ninja fighting Resistance Fighters(?) in Ukraine and stopping mechs and choppers with Unreal
Tournament 3 rocket launchers and giant sticks of TNT. 10/10 would Ukrainian Ninja again.

Graphics:
They're barebones, they vary from detailed to drab, low resolution samples. As stated earlier, this game reuses Unreal Engine
assets, including the font normally used, the Rocket Launcher, and probably more. I know graphics are not the appeal for this
game but it's mixed in my opinion.

Gameplay:
It's a platformer, you go around as the Ukrainian Ninja, slicing and shooting your way through Resistance Fighters(?) with four
weapons in your arsenal: your fists, Katana, Shurikens, and of course, the AK47. Enemy AI can be really dumb and not see you
from behind. Sometimes, there are collision detection issues, from your character clipping through level geometry to enemies
magically disappearing after defeating them. Death is a slap on the wrist, you respawn on the get-go with no repercussions.
Learning curve is easy for beginners and experts alike.

Length:
It could take half an hour to an hour to complete this game on a first playthrough

Story:
There's barely a story apart from you, the Ukrainian Ninja, being tasked by the Trader, to defeat the Resistance Fighters
somewhere in Ukraine. The Resistance Fighters are armed to the teeth with futuristic Mechs and will stop at nothing to destroy
Ukraine.

Sound Design:
Oriental music, not much but repetitive. Sounds consist of your ninja making sounds like 'yeah'. No sounds for weapons,
although the projectiles make a laser sound.

Overall:
It's hard to recommend a game like this. It's obscure, yet fascinating at the same time. I wouldn't recommend this for
replayability until the devs get the other levels released. I'd recommend this if you want a quick platforming fix however.. ,,,
very Zen little game ....
few rules and a snails pace ....
( spoiler )
Don't fear the Devil Fruit ...
it's just another branch on the great tree of life.
.
It took me 4 hours to get all of the achievements ...
I'll keep checking in on my tree now and then.. A fantastic top down shooter!
Reminicent of classic arcade games. The story is interesting and has a touch of a dark feel. It has varied enemies with good story
progression and bosses that take a mix of skill, evasion, and timing to defeat. Not overly difficult and just plain fun to play..
This is an Unstable Version, DO NOT BUY. Steam is knowingly selling an Unstable version and when you request a refund they
are saying NO!!! this is wrong on so many levels, I contacted my bank to stop the payment from going through as I fulfilled my
end of the deal and Steam did no fulfill theirs. I had the game for less then 24 hours which is 13 days less then their 14 day
money back policy, I have 13 hours of game time in this game which is 11 hours over their 2 hour maximum for a refund... 2
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING HOURS!!!! WHAT THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!!!! how the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
are we supposed to know if a game is playable in under 2 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING hours!!! especially when the crashes
are RANDOM!!!!!!! \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 STEAM, They are a bad faith company and i will no longer purchase anything
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from them!!!!!!!!!!. Impressive, impressive visuals. It\u2019s like StarWars and Lord of the Rings meet with Enter the Void.
Great looking fun game. It needs looots of work but it\u2019s a good start. Loads of fun.
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